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I. Introduction

At the center of the modern programming paradigm rises the art of obtaining the maximum performance out of a given computer system with limited resources, e.g. computational power, memory or I/O operation capabilities. In designing comparison based algorithms such as searching and sorting, in order to circumvent these limitations, tree formation was suggested a long time ago[1] and it has been widely used since then. The main idea of forming a tree or treating a given array as a tree is to minimize the number of comparisons as close to the theoretical minimum as possible. Although there are many different techniques for the formation (or branching), setup (usage of nodes and node hierarchy), traversing (top-down, bottom-up; preorder, in order, etc.), and initialization of trees (recursive and iterative) new attempts are still being made to improve the efficiencies of these algorithms by optimizing the usage of the limited resources.

As explained in the next section, a new definition for the root node together with a new geometric interpretation of tree formation is proposed. Although the introduced novelties do not change the number of comparisons for the basic tree operations, it brings considerable reduction in required memory space, computational overhead, and number of accessed memory locations. For all the graphical descriptions, only Complete Binary Tree (CBT) structures will be used throughout the article, however the introduced concepts can be applied to other types of trees as well.

The bottom-up update mechanism can simply be described as a unilateral traversing of the nodes from a leaf host to the root. Unlike the bilateral update mechanism, which is based upon comparing two sister node contents followed by the registration of the winner in the parent node, the unilateral update mechanism requires that the overall winner of the previously done consecutive comparisons should be compared to the content of the parent node. If the parent node content is not the winner of this comparison, then the consecutive parent nodes are checked until a parent node content wins, at which point the winner item and the parent node content are swapped. The iteration of this procedure goes on until the root node is reached, where the global winner is registered.

This article introduces a modified bottom-up update mechanism which differs from the previously suggested unilateral implementations[2] in terms of the required auxiliary memory space, the initial update technique, and the overhead reduction during the update operations thanks to the elimination of the redundant nodes from CBTs. As a result, the overall implementation of a bottom-up update operation gets simpler, lighter, and faster.

II. Geometric Definition

Analogous to real trees, the definition of an abstract tree with a stem is suggested (Figure-1). The zeroth node is placed at the end of the stem and utilized as the root of the tree. A CBT with such a structure can be called a stemmed CBT (like most of the trees in the real world). Any Stemmed CBT (sCBT) can be decomposed into smaller sCBTs. In this regard, the smallest sCBT shell encompass two nodes, one of which characterizes the body of the tree and the other one is the root. This definition leads to a new way to compose and decompose a given tree. Figure-2 depicts how two minimal sCBTs are combined together. One can decompose a given sCBT along a path from a leaf node to the root. In cases, the sCBT is utilized for replacement selection[3] or priority queue applications[4] then the logic dictates the path of the overall winner to be chosen as the decomposition path. The decomposition will be outlined in the ‘initial update’ section.
III. UNILATERAL UPDATE VERSUS BILATERAL UPDATE

A CBT setup with loser elements rather than winner elements was first suggested by [5] with a coined name ‘loser tree’, as opposed to ‘winner tree’, based upon the fact that each and every key appearing in an internal node is a loser exactly once, champion being the only exception. Although they are all losers exactly once, they are the winners of all comparisons up to their current levels. This property is not so different from the case of so called ‘winner tree’ setup. The logic is the same: both of them promote the winner towards the root. Therefore, there is no point for calling one of them a ‘loser tree’ and the other one a ‘winner tree’. The difference between these two tree setups is that their geometries are different. The difference is dictated by the geometry not by the selection procedure. Therefore, ‘winner tree’ and ‘loser tree’ naming convention is abandoned here, instead CBT and sCBT are used to imply the two different geometries and the corresponding bilateral and unilateral update mechanisms respectively.

The comparison operation can be regarded as a procedure to compose two sub-trees. Figure-3 and Figure-4 show how a comparison between the winners of two sub-trees is implemented and how the winner is promoted in CBT and sCBT cases respectively. Note that the procedure of combining two CBTs is not possible without adding a new node, whereas in the sCBT case, there is no need for a new node.
Four: When combining two sCBT swith the ‘smaller wins’ rule, we find the winner of the two keys hosted by the two roots then register the winner at the root of the combined sCBT, leaving the loser one in the conjunction node. During this operation, only two nodes are accessed. No extra node is required.

IV. Initial Update

An sCBT is said to be properly initialized only if every node along the winner path hosts the winner of the corresponding sub-sCBT (a node can be the root of either the left or the right block; whichever side hosts the content of the root constitutes the body of the sub-sCBT) and every sub-sCBT also exhibits this same property. Figure-5 depicts the way we can see a properly initialized sCBT. We regard the initialized sCBT as consisted of smaller sCBTs along the path of the winner key, from the winner leaf to the root. All the node contents that lose against the winner are the winners of their own sub-sCBTs.

The new idea about initializing an sCBT is that the global tree can be thought of as a composition of already initialized smaller sCBTs. There are two different ways an initialized sCBT can be achieved:

1. Start with the maximum number (N/4) of minimal sCBTs at the lowest level of the tree; grow them independently while merging them as necessary.

2. Start with a minimal sCBT, enlarge it by adding two new leaves and update the obtained sCBT, and repeat this operation until the targeted sCBT size is reached.

The first way, initialization starts with the non-interfering minimal sCBTs at the bottom of the sCBT and proceeds upward by growing and/or combining them until the whole tree size is reached. Following the initial update, the root (the zeroth node) contains the index of the winner element of the given key array and all the other nodes contain the indexes of the winner elements of their own sub-sCBTs. Figure-6 visualizes this method by the color coded update paths. Initializing an sCBT consisting of just two nodes requires only one comparison between the two leaves hanging from the only body node of this sCBT. After the comparison, the loser is stored in the lower node, while the winner is stored in the upper node. When all depth-1 (below the root node, there is only one node) sCBTs are initialized, then the initialization of depth-2 sCBTs starts. To initialize a depth-2 sCBT, we start comparing the two new leaves that come into the picture when we grow the previously initialized depth-1 sCBT into a depth-2 sCBT. The loser of this comparison is stored into the first parent of these leaves and the winner is kept at hand to be compared to the content of the next parent node (which was the winner of the depth-1 sCBT). If it loses the comparison against the content of the next parent node, the initial node contains the index of its own content and all the other nodes contain the indexes of the winner elements of their own sub-sCBTs.
node, they are swapped and the one next parent node will host the winner leaf index of the whole depth-2 sCBT (green update paths in Figure-6). Then the procedure goes on to depth-3, depth-4, and so on until the whole tree is initialized.

In this way, all sub-sCBTs with the same depth can be handled in a sub-loop, allowing any depth specific variable to be calculated faster. One such variable is the index of the root node of a given sub-sCBT, which can be found by right shifting the index of the leftmost bottom node of that sub-sCBT until the least significant bit disappears. Here is a suggested C++ code to find the root index for a given leftmost node:

```cpp
unsigned long level;
_Bit Scan Forward(&level, leftmost Node);
root = leftmostNode >> (level+1);
```

Figure-6: A graphical depiction of two different ways to implement the initial update operation for a given sCBT. The first way is to initialize the constituent sCBTs from the smallest to the largest as indicated by the color coding in the figure, in the order of red, green, and blue. The second way is to start updating them from right to left as identified by the ascribed counting numbers from zero to five in the figure.

Figure-7 shows that the indexes of the root nodes of the same depth sCBTs form a sequential array when they are traversed from the end of the tree array towards its head (in this example the sequential array is 5; 4; 3). This gives an easy way of finding the root indexes during the initial update. The provided C++ code following the ‘Redundant Tree Nodes’ section uses the advantage of this first technique. As an example, Figure-7 depicts an sCBT with 12 lexical leaves. By following the sub-figures from a) to d), the initialization of this sCBT can be followed step by-step.

The second way for initial update requires the initialization of sub-sCBTs starting from rightmost depth-1 sCBT and growing/going to the left while initializing the next available size/initializable sCBT on the way. Figure-6 shows the sequence of these consecutive update paths by ordinal numbers from zero to five for the initialization of the depicted sCBT.

The advantage of the second technique is that all sub-sCBTs can be processed in a single loop. Depending on the node hierarchy being used, there are some cases where this second technique becomes faster and easier to implement. However, for the simple node hierarchy used throughout this article, the implementation of the first technique proves to be more efficient.
Figure 7: A lexical array of size 12 is used as the leaves of the sCBT in order to demonstrate the introduced initial update procedure using the first of the two suggested methods. a) Only the sub-trees with a depth of one are initialized, in b) the ones with a depth of two and in c) with a depth of four (which is the whole sCBT) are initialized. Here there is no sub-sCBT with a depth of three. In d) the decomposition of the sCBT along the winner path is visualized by using different colors for each sub-sCBT.

V. Redundant Tree Nodes

If a tree node is written but never read, then writing that node is considered redundant. In the case of sCBT and the proposed unilateral update mechanism combination, the bottom nodes, or in other words, the immediate parent nodes of the leaves are all redundant. This is because they host the loser keys not the winner ones. Thus, we can implement the sCBT and the proposed update mechanism by using only N/2 tree nodes. After comparing the sister leaves, we register only the winner to the grandparent node (we can think of the immediate parent node as a ghost node). Figure-8 displays a worked out example of such an sCBT using a lexical key array.

Figure 8: Leaving out the redundant tree nodes. During the proposed unilateral update procedure, the lowest level tree nodes are not read at all, therefore there is no point of using them to write the indexes of the looser leaves. This reduces the number of required nodes to implement an sCBT to N/2.

VI. Update Mechanism

When an update is required after a new key is assigned to the winner leaf, a unilateral update procedure is implemented: First, the new key is compared to its sister, and then the winner of this comparison is kept at hand as the new winner candidate. Then this new candidate is compared to the hosted keys along the winner path. Wherever the key at hand loses the comparison, it is registered there and the previously registered key in that node is taken as the new winner candidate. This procedure goes on until the root node is reached, where the final winner is registered.

The following is a working C++ code for the proposed initial update and the proposed unilateral update methods. Initial update method follows the first technique explained in ‘Initial Update’ section. Although
the graphical examples up to this point all use 'even number of leaf nodes', the provided code takes care of odd cases by the additional lines marked with (**). If N is guaranteed to be even, then these lines can be safely removed from the code.

```cpp
// int N; //the size of the keys array.
//float*Keys; // the given array containing the keys.
//int offset=N,*sCBT=new int[(N+1)>>1];"/+1" is necessary for odd N cases.
//sCBT:auxiliary integer array used for the formation of stemmed complete binary tree.
// int max ID= N-1;
Void Initial Update ()
{
 Int h = N-1;  //h: host, immediate parent node for a pair of leaves.
 If (N&1) {sCBT[h>>1]= h; h--; offset++;} // (**)
 For (int jump = 2, UpNode = h>>1, Tail= maxID>>1; ;UpNode --)
 {
  Int w= 2*h - offset; if(Keys[w ^1] < Keys[w]) w ^= 1;
  For (int n= h>>1; n >UpNode; n>>= 1)
   if (Keys[sCBT [n]] < Keys[w]) swap(sCBT[n],w);
  int w; w = sCBT[UpNode];
  h-= jump;  if(h > Tail) continue;
  h<<= 1;
  if(UpNode> 1) jump<<=1; else{ if(UpNode ==0) break; if(h < Tail) h <<= 1;}
 }

 int w= *sCBT;
 if((w^1)!=N) // (w^1)==N can happen only ifN is odd. (**)
  if(Keys[w^1] <Keys[w]) w ^= 1;//loser doesn’t need to be registered anywhere.
 for(int node=(w + offset)>>2; node> 0 ;node >>= 1)
{
  if (Keys[guest] <Keys[w]){sCBT[node]= w; w= guest;}
}
*sCBT= w;
}
```

**VII. Results and Discussion**

The benefits of the introduced unilateral update mechanism compared to the bilateral update mechanism can be itemized as follows:

1. Every key index appears in the tree at most once. More precisely, half of the key indexes will appear in the tree only once, while the other half will not have any appearance in the reduced sCBT approach. If there is a necessity for a specific application, sCBT can also be formed using N nodes, in which case, the entire key indexes will appear in the tree once and only once. In the bilateral update, some leaves are registered as many as log N times while some others are not registered at all.

2. Except for the computation (or identification) of a leaf level sister, neither is there a need for any sister node computation nor a need for accessing its content.

3. Reduction in the number of read nodes by 50%.

4. During a unilateral update, the number of writes can be between 1 and log N depending on the results of the comparisons, whereas during a bilateral update, log N writes are necessary for every update operation. The number of writes in bilateral updates can be reduced by checking the previous guest
index of a node in order to avoid re-storing the index which is already there. But this will bring extra overhead of \( \log N \) integer index comparisons.

5. The required number of tree nodes is reduced by 50% in comparison to the required number of nodes for the bilateral update mechanism implemented on a CBT.

![Figure 9](image_url) Nodes visited during a) unilateral update on an sCBT, b) bilateral update on a CBT.

Table 1 shows the algebraic quantities for the two different update mechanisms in five different metrics, while Figure 9 depicts the visited nodes and the update paths side by side for these two update mechanisms, in order to help visualize the differences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Update</th>
<th>#of Tree Nodes</th>
<th>Comparisons</th>
<th>Accessed Nodes</th>
<th>Sister Node Computations</th>
<th>writes</th>
<th>reads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unilateral Update</td>
<td>( N/2 )</td>
<td>( \log N )</td>
<td>( \log N )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( 1 \leq \log N )</td>
<td>( \log N )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral Update</td>
<td>2( N )</td>
<td>( \log N )</td>
<td>2( \log N )</td>
<td>( \log N )</td>
<td>( \log N )</td>
<td>2( \log N )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In terms of initial update cost, there is not much difference between the unilateral and the bilateral update methods. Both of them require exactly \( N \) comparisons. However, the number of accessed nodes, writes, and reads are different. In the case of a bilateral update on a CBT, \( N \) nodes are accessed, \( N \) reads and \( N \) writes are implemented. On the other hand, the initial update of an sCBT accesses \( N/2 \) nodes, and implements \( N/2 \) reads and a minimum of \( N/2 \) writes (in the worst case scenario, number of writes can be equal to \( N \) if all the comparisons require the swapping of node content and the winner candidate at hand). Table 2 summarizes these quantities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Initial Update</th>
<th>#of Initial Update</th>
<th>Comparisons</th>
<th>Accessed Nodes</th>
<th>writes</th>
<th>reads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unilateral Initial Update</td>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>( N/2 )</td>
<td>( N/2 \leq \geq N )</td>
<td>( N/2 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral Initial Update</td>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>( N )</td>
<td>( N )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VIII. NUMERICAL COMPARISONS

A test run for a given number of keys was repeated 10 times but only the averages were used for graphing. For the obtained numerical results, the maximum encountered error (standard deviation divided by average) was less than 3%. The computer used for the presented results was a Dell OptiPlex 790 with an Intel Core i5-2400 CPU @3.10 GHz and 8GB RAM. The operating system of the test computer was Windows 7 enterprise 64-bit edition. For coding, Visual C++ 2010 programming environment was used. The compilations were done with SSE2 and maximize-speed options enabled.

A uniform distribution \((0.0<x<1.0)\) was used to generate random key values for the hold model[6]. CBTs were constructed using the given number of initial keys. Then a loop of \( N \) hold operations was performed for timing. Timing was achieved by counting the total number of CPU cycles between the beginning and the end of the computational block by using the CPU clock register. The accumulated number of CPU cycles was divided by number of given keys to get an average cost
for one hold operation. The presented empirical results have been scaled to the scores of the implementations running on the same test system based on reference CBT that Marin used [6].

Figure 10: Comparison of numerical performance results for the introduced unilateral update method and the reference bilateral update method. The left graph shows comparison results of unilateral and bilateral initial update methods while the right one shows the results of full update operations for the update mechanisms. The horizontal axis shows the number of keys, while the vertical axis shows the test scores scaled to the score of the reference structure (CBT) for the same test. The maximum number of keys used for the tests is $2^{24}$.

[Fig. 10] presents the obtained results for the test system in two categories: Initial update comparisons and full update comparisons. In the case of initial update comparisons, introduced unilateral initial update performs at least 20% better than bilateral initial update except when the number of keys is very small. This should be because of the smaller footprint of the bilateral initial update code as can be seen in the following lines compared to the code for unilateral initial update given earlier.

```
//intN; //the size of the keys array.
//float *Keys; // the given array containing the keys.
//int*CBT=new unsigned [2*N];
//CBT:auxiliary integer array used for the formation of complete binary tree.
void InitialUpdate() //Initial Update CBT
{
    for(int n=0; n < N; n++) {CBT[N+n]= n;
    for(intn=2*N-1; n > 1; n -= 2)
    {if(Keys[CBT[n]] < Keys[CBT[n-1]]) CBT[n/2]= CBT[n];
     else CBT[n/2]= CBT[n-1];} }
}
```

Full update comparisons show that the superiority of unilateral update gets better as the number of keys increases and it stabilizes around 20% for cases the bulk of the data remains outside the cache memory.

IX. Conclusion

A new graphical formation of binary trees is introduced. As a result of this formation, binary trees can be decomposed or composed without adding or deleting any nodes regardless of their leaf and node hierarchies. This new formation leads to a unilateral bottom-up update mechanism that promises acceleration by reducing computational overhead, auxiliary memory field, and memory operations. When the suggested sCBT structure is used to produce the initial runs for external sorting [7], it will increase the average length of the runs, since larger size trees can be established in a given amount of cache memory thanks to the elimination of redundant tree nodes. The suggested unilateral update mechanism can be coupled with different leaf hierarchies such as Super CBT [8] and/or with different node hierarchies such as hardware conscious trees [9].
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